Investigation of Nn(u)
is motivated by applications in finance, insurance, network modelling, meteorology, etc. (cf. [11, 19] ) ..
In the independent case, Nn(u) has binomial B(n,p) distribution, wherep = 1P(X > u). If p is "small" then C (N n ( u)) may be approximated by the Poisson II (np) distribution. Accuracy of Poisson approximation for a binomial distribution has been investigated by famous authors (see, e.g., [17, 14, 10, 3] and references in [6] ). The case of a sum of dependent 0-1 random variables was the subject of [9, 2, 3] (see also references in [3] ).
The natural measure of closeness of discrete distributions is the total variation distance (TVD). Recall the definition of the TVD between the distributions of random vectors X and Y taking values in Z+, where Z+ = IN U {O}: 
This is probably the best universal estimate of the TVD between binomial and Poisson distributions; it improves the results of Prokhorov [17] and LeCam [14] . Sharper bounds are available under extra restrictions (see [10, 20] 
Results
We may assume UI > ' ..
where the supremum is taken over all
." um} is said to hold if
for some sequence {In} C Z+ such that In/n -t 0 as n -t 00 Denote (i(n) , ... are independent and have the common distribution IP«(*(n) = i*) = IP«((n) = i).
If the random variables {Xi} are independent and r = 1 then N: has the multi-
where (1 -ekq ) q. Using this inequality and an idea from [15] , we conclude that
The result follows.
o
The proof of Theorem 2 shows that the term (1 -e-np)rp in the right-hand side of (4) may be replaced by any other estimate of d TV (p, 1r) (cf. [10, 20] ).
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {r = rn} be a sequence of natural numbers such that
Such a sequence exists: one can put rn
rp --+ ° because of (2)). It is known (cf. [13, 16] ) that (8) with t E (OJ 00) is equivalent to 1P( N r { um) > 0) "" tr /n. Therefore, if N n =} 3N then Theorem 2 implies
as n -t 00 , where rp(n) is the characteristic function of ( n). Hence there exists the limit lim rp(n) (v) := rp( v) . As a limit of a sequence of characteristic functions, it is a 1'1.-+00 characteristic function itself. Therefore,
This is a characteristic function of a compound Poisson random vector with intensity t and multiplicity distribution C( () such that lEe iv ( = 'P( v) . [8] , one can define X, y< and l'< on a common probability space so that l'< is independent 
